BLENDED PATHWAY Program Application Approval

Due when application to Master’s program has been approved – communication to Graduate Education

Name (first, last) ______________________________ Undergraduate GPA: _______

Cal Poly Empl ID (9-digit) ______________________ Academic Progress Gauge (%): _______

(Shown in Poly Profile as of submission date)

Cal Poly Email ________________________@calpoly.edu GWR Satisfied: _______

(Shown complete on Poly Profile)

Current Bachelor’s Program ______________________________

I have been accepted by the following program to pursue a Master’s degree in the blended program:

Master’s Program ______________________________ Plan Code: _______

I anticipate that I will transition to graduate standing, considering my current Academic Progress Gauge as shown in Poly Profile (term/year): ______________________________

Undergraduate students will be able to transition to graduate standing when they have completed 91% of their undergraduate degree coursework and have satisfied the Graduation Writing Requirement (GWR).

https://writingandlearning.calpoly.edu/GWR

Undergraduate students will submit a BLENDED PATHWAY Postbaccalaureate Change of Objective (PBCO) week 3 of the term before they will be matriculated at graduate standing. For example, students will submit the BLENDED PATHWAY PBCO the 3rd week of Fall term, to transition and register as a graduate student for Winter term. The deadline for the BLENDED PATHWAY PBCO each term is on the Graduate Education website:

https://grad.calpoly.edu/program/blended_programs.html

Undergraduate students who are interested in pursuing a Blended Pathway, and will have both undergraduate and graduate degrees conferred upon completion of degree requirements for both programs, need to be aware of the following policies:

• Graduate students must enroll in their first term at graduate standing, or they will be discontinued.
• Graduate students are required to be continuously enrolled from their first term until completion.
• From the first term until completion, graduate students have 7 years to complete their degree.
• Blended students cannot transition to graduate standing and graduate in the same term. A minimum of two quarters at graduate standing is required prior to degree conferral.

Student ______________________________

Graduate Coordinator ______________________________ Approve Disapprove

Department Chair ______________________________ Approve Disapprove

College Dean ______________________________ Approve Disapprove

Dean of Graduate Education ______________________________ Approve Disapprove

09/2022